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Adjacency Matrix and Energy of the Line Graph of ΓpZnq
Sheela Suthar and Om Prakash*
Abstract. Let ΓpZnq be the zero divisor graph of the commutative ring
Zn and LpΓpZnqq be the line graph of ΓpZnq. In this paper, we discuss
about the neighborhood of a vertex, the neighborhood number and the
adjacency matrix of LpΓpZnqq. We also study Wiener index and energy of
LpΓpZnqq, where n “ pq, p2 respectively for p and q are primes. Moreover,
we give MATLAB coding of our calculations.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Zn be the commutative ring of residue classes modulo a positive integer
n and ZpZnq, the set of zero-divisors of Zn, i. e., ZpZnq= tx P Zn : xy “ 0, for
some y P Znu. The zero-divisor graph of Zn is an undirected graph ΓpZnq with
vertex set ZpZnq such that distinct vertices x and y are adjacent if and only
if xy “ 0. The line graph LpΓpZnqq of ΓpZnq is defined to be the graph whose
vertex set constitutes of the edges of ΓpZnq, where two vertices are adjacent if
the corresponding edges have a common vertex in ΓpZnq. The importance of
line graphs stems from the fact that the line graph transforms the adjacency
relation on edges to adjacency relation on vertices [5].
The neighborhood (or open neighborhood) NLpΓpZnqqpvq of a vertex v of
LpΓpZnqq is the set of vertices adjacent to v. The closed neighborhood
NLpΓpZnqqrvs of a vertex v is the set NLpΓpZnqqpvq
Ťtvu. A set of vertices A is
a neighborhood set if LpΓpZnqq “ Ť
vPA
ă NLpΓpZnqqrvs ą. The neighborhood
number npLpΓpZnqqq of a graph LpΓpZnqq is equal to the minimum number
of vertices in a neighborhood set of LpΓpZnqq. Moreover, ΓpZnq is the zero-
divisor graph of a commutative ring Zn with vertex set ZpZnq, therefore, ΓpZnq
is always connected and so is LpΓpZnqq and hence NLpΓpZnqqpV q is equal to the
cardinality of V . Here, ∆pLpΓpZnqqq and δpLpΓpZnqqq represent the maximum
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degree and minimum degree of LpΓpZnqq respectively. The adjacency matrix
of ΓpZnq is defined by a matrix A “ raijs, where aij “ 1, if vi and vj joined
by an edge for any vertices vi and vj of LpΓpZnqq and aij “ 0, otherwise. For
basic definitions and results, we refer [1, 6, 8].
In this paper, we calculate neighborhood and adjacency matrix for LpΓpZnqq
in some cases. Also, we discuss the energy and Wiener index for the same. In
graph theory, the energy of a graph is the sum of absolute values of the eigenval-
ues of the adjacency matrix. If we denote the length of shortest path between
every pair of vertices x, y P V pLpΓpZnqqq by dpx, yq, then the Wiener index
W pT pΓpZnqqq “ 1
2
ÿ
x,yPV
dpx, yq.
An integral graph is a graph whose all eigenvalues are integers. In other words,
a graph is an integral graph if all the roots of its characteristic equation are
integers.
2. Neighborhood and Adjacency Matrix for pq and p2
Here, first we illustrate simple examples for neighborhood of vertices and
adjacency matrix for n “ pq and then present the generalize results.
Case 1: When p “ 2 and q “ 3, we have Z6.
The ring Z6 has 3 non-zero zero divisors. In this case, line graph has set of
vertices V “ tp2, 3q, p3, 4qu and line graph of G “ LpΓpZ6qq is
[2,3] [3,4]
Figure 1. LpΓ pZ6qq
The closed neighborhoods of the vertices are NGrp2, 3qs “ tp2, 3q, p3, 4qu;
NGrp3, 4qs “ tp3, 4q, p2, 3qu. The neighborhood of V isNGrpV qs “ tp2, 3q, p3, 4qu.
The maximum degree is ∆pGq “ 1 and minimum degree is δpGq “ 1. The ad-
jacency matrix for the line graph of G “ LpΓpZ6qq is
M1 “
„
0 1
1 0

2ˆ2
.
Properties of adjacency matrix M1:
(1) The determinant of the adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “
LpΓpZ6qq is non-zero.
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(2) The rank of the adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ6qq
is 2.
(3) The adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ6qq is symmet-
ric and non-singular.
(4) Trace of the adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ6qq is
zero.
Case 2: When p “ 3 and q “ 5, we have Z15.
The ring Z15 has 6 non-zero zero divisors. In this case, line graph has the
set of vertices V “ tp3, 5q, p9, 5q, p6, 5q, p5, 12q, p6, 10q, p3, 10q, p9, 10q, p10, 12qu
and line graph of G “ LpΓpZ15qq is given by
[3,5] [6,5]
[3,10]
[9,5]
[5,12]
[10,12]
[6,10] [9,10]
Figure 2. LpΓpZ15qq
The closed neighborhoods of the vertices are as follows:
NGrp3, 5qs = tp3, 5q, p6, 5q, p9, 5q, p5, 12q, p3, 10qu; NGrp9, 5qs = tp9, 5q, p6, 5q,
p3, 5q, p9, 10q, p5, 12qu; NGrp6, 5qs = tp6, 5q, p3, 5q, p9, 5q, p6, 10q, p5, 12qu;
NGrp5, 12qs = tp5, 12q, p9, 5q, p6, 5q, p3, 5q, p10, 12qu; NGrp6, 10qs = tp6, 10q,
p6, 5q, p9, 10q, p3, 10q, p10, 12qu; NGrp3, 10qs = tp3, 10q, p10, 12q, p6, 10q, p9, 10q,
p3, 5qu; NGrp9, 10qs = tp9, 10q, p10, 12q, p6, 10q, p3, 10q, p9, 5qu; NGrp10, 12qs =
tp10, 12q, p5, 12q, p6, 10q, p3, 10q, p9, 10qu. The neighborhood of V is given by
NGrpV qs “ tp3, 5q, p9, 5q, p6, 5q, p5, 12q, p6, 10q, p3, 10q, p9, 10q, p10, 12qu.
The maximum degree is ∆pGq “ 4 and minimum degree is δpGq “ 4. The
adjacency matrix for the line graph of G “ LpΓpZ15qq is
M1 “
„
m1 m2
m2 m1

8ˆ8
where, m1 “
»——–
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0
fiffiffifl
4ˆ4
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m2 “
»——–
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
fiffiffifl
4ˆ4
, where m1 is Symmetric matrix and m2 is 4 ˆ 4
identity matrix.
Properties of adjacency matrixM1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ15qq:
(1) The determinant of the adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “
LpΓpZ15qq is zero.
(2) The rank of the adjacency matrixM1 corresponding toG “ LpΓpZ15qq
is 5.
(3) The adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ15qq is sym-
metric and singular.
(4) Trace of the adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ15qq is
zero.
Case 3: When p “ 5 and q “ 5, we have Z25.
The ring Z25 has 4 non-zero zero-divisors. In this case, line graph has 6 vertices
V “ tp5, 10q,
p5, 15q, p5, 20q, p10, 15q, p10, 20q, p15, 20qu and line graph G “ LpΓ pZ25qq is
[15,20]
[5,15] [5,10]
[5,20]
[10,20][15,10]
Figure 3. LpΓ pZ25qq
The closed neighborhoods of the vertices are NGrp5, 10qs = tp5, 10q, p5, 15q,
p5, 20q, p10, 15q, p10, 20qu; NGrp5, 15qs= tp5, 10q, p5, 15q, p5, 20q, p10, 15q, p15, 20qu;
NGrp5, 20qs= tp5, 10q, p5, 15q, p5, 20q, p10, 20q, p15, 20qu; NGrp10, 15qs= tp5, 10q,
p5, 15q, p10, 20q, p10, 15q, p15, 20qu; NGrp10, 20qs= tp5, 10q, p5, 20q, p10, 15q, p10, 20q,
p15, 20qu; NGrp15, 20qs = tp5, 15q, p5, 20q, p10, 15q, p10, 20q, p15, 20qu. The neigh-
borhood of the vertex set V is given byNGrpV qs “ tp5, 10q, p5, 15q, p5, 20q, p10, 15q,
p10, 20q, p15, 20qu. The maximum degree is ∆pGq “ 4 and minimum degree is
δpGq “ 4. Therefore, the adjacency matrix for the line graph of G “ LpΓpZ25qq
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is
M1 “
„
m1 m2
m2 m1

6ˆ6
where, m1 “
»–0 1 11 0 1
1 1 0
fifl
3ˆ3
m2 “
»–1 1 01 0 1
0 1 1
fifl
3ˆ3
, m1 and m2 are Symmetric 3ˆ 3 matrix.
Properties of adjacency matrixM1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ25qq:
(1) The determinant of the adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “
LpΓpZ25qq is zero.
(2) The rank of the adjacency matrixM1 corresponding toG “ LpΓpZ25qq
is 3.
(3) The adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ25qq is sym-
metric and singular.
(4) Trace of the adjacency matrix M1 corresponding to G “ LpΓpZ25qq is
zero.
3. Energy and Wiener index for pq and p2
Theorem 3.1. If p “ 2 and q is an odd prime number, then energy of
LpΓpZ2qqq is 2q ´ 4.
Proof. Let p = 2 and q be an odd prime number. Then LpΓpZ2qqq is a
complete graph with pq´1q vertices and every vertex is adjacent to every other
vertex of Z2q. Therefore,
MpLpΓpZ2qqqq “
»———–
0 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1
1 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1
...
...
...
1 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 0
fiffiffiffifl
q´1ˆq´1
.
Hence, the characteristic polynomial of the above matrix is
fpλq = |MpLpΓpZ2qqqq ´ λIq´1 | =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0´ λ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
1 0´ λ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
...
...
...
1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0´ λ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= pλ` 1qq´2pλ´ q ` 2q.
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So, characteristic equation fpλq = 0, has the roots λ “ ´1, q´2. Therefore,
non-zero eigenvalues are pq ´ 2q times ´1 and one time pq ´ 2q. Thus, řq´1i |
λi |“ 2q ´ 4. 
Theorem 3.2. If p = 3 and q ą 3 is any prime number, then energy of
LpΓpZ3qqq is 4q ´ p´ 5.
Proof. Let p = 3 and q be any prime number greater than 3. Then
LpΓpZ3qqq is pq ´ 1q-regular graph with | 14
ř
degreepviq |“ 2pq ´ 1q vertices.
Therefore,
MpLpΓpZ3qqqq “
„
M1 M2
M2 M1

,
where M1 is a symmetric matrix of pq ´ 1q ˆ pq ´ 1q with all diagonal en-
tries zero and non-diagonal entries are one and M2 is the identity matrix of
pq ´ 1q ˆ pq ´ 1q. Hence, the characteristic polynomial of the above matrix is
fpλq = |MpLpΓpZ3qqqq ´ λIq´1 | = λq´2p2` λqq´2pp´ q ` λqp1´ q ` λq.
The characteristic equation of the matrix is fpλq = 0, and the characteris-
tic roots are λ “ 0,´2, pq´ pq and pq´ 1q. Therefore, non-zero eigenvalues are
pq ´ 2q times ´2, one time pq ´ pq and one time pq ´ 1q. Thus,
EpLpΓpZ3qqqq = 2pq ´ 2q ` q ´ p` q ´ 1
= 2q ´ 4` 2q ´ p´ 1
= 4q ´ p´ 5. 
Theorem 3.3. If p and q ą 2 are distinct primes, then energy of LpΓpZpqqq
is 4pq ´ 8p´ 8q ` 16.
Proof. Let p and q be distinct prime numbers greater than 2. Then the
line graph of ΓpZpqq is a pp` q ´ 4q-regular graph with pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q vertices.
Here, M is a matrix of order pp ´ 1qpq ´ 1q and the characteristic polynomial
of M is
fpλq = |MpLpΓpZpqqqq ´ λIpp´1qpq´1q |
= p2`λqpp´2qpq´2qpp´3´λqq´2pq´3´λqp´2ppq`p´4´λq.
The characteristic equation of the matrix is fpλq = 0, and roots are λ “
´2, pp ´ 3q, pq ´ 3q and pq ` p ´ 4q. Therefore, non-zero eigenvalues are pp ´
2qpq ´ 2q times ´2, pq ´ 2q times pp ´ 3q, pp ´ 2q times pq ´ 3q and one time
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pq ` p´ 4q. Thus,
EpLpΓpZpqqqq = 2pp´1qpq´2q`pq´2qpp´3q`pp´2qpq´3q`p`q´4
= 2pq´4p´4q`8`pq´3q´2p`6`pq´3p´2q`6`p`q´4
= 4pq ´ 8p´ 8q ´ 16. 
Theorem 3.4. Let n = p2, where p ě 5 be any prime number. Then
EpLpΓpZp2qqq = 2p2 ´ 10p` 8.
Proof. Let n “ p2, p ě 5 be any prime number. Then LpΓpZp2qq is
2pp´ 3q-regular graph with pp´ 1qpp´ 2q
2
vertices. Therefore,
MpLpΓpZp2qqq “
»——–
0 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
1 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
fiffiffifl ,
where M is symmetric matrix of
pp´ 1qpp´ 2q
2
ˆ pp´ 1qpp´ 2q
2
with all diago-
nal entries are zero and non-diagonal entries are one if the vertices are adjacent
or zero if they are non-adjacent. Therefore, the characteristic polynomial of
above matrix is
fpλq = |MpLpΓpZp2qqq ´ λI pp´1qpp´2q
2
|
= pλ´ 2p` 6qpλ´ p` 5qpp´2qpλ` 2q pp´1qpp´4q2 .
The characteristic equation of the matrix is fpλq = 0, and eigenvalues are
one time 2pp´ 3q, pp´ 2q times pp´ 5q and pp´1qpp´4q2 times p´2q respectively.
Hence,
EpLpΓpZp2qqq = 2pp´ 3q ` pp´ 2qpp´ 5q ` 2 pp´ 1qpp´ 4q
2
= 2p´ 6` p2 ´ 5p´ 2p` 10` p2 ´ p´ 4p` 4
= 2p2 ´ 10p` 8. 
Theorem 3.5. If p “ 2 and q is an odd prime number, then W pLpΓpZ2qqqq
is
pq ´ 1qpq ´ 2q
2
.
Proof. Let p = 2 and q be an odd prime number. Then LpΓpZ2qqq is a
complete graph with pq´1q vertices and every vertex is adjacent to every other
vertex of line graph of zero divisor graph of Z2q. Hence, for every vertex of line
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graph of ΓpZ2qq has distance one from other vertices of graph, i.e. dpx, yq “ 1,
x, y P LpΓpZ2qqq. Therefore,
W pLpΓpZ2qqqq “
ÿ
dpx, yq “
ÿ
x‰y
1
“
ˆ
q ´ 1
2
˙
=
pq ´ 1qpq ´ 2q
2
. 
Theorem 3.6. If p “ 3 and q ą 3 is any prime number, then W pLpΓpZ3qqqq
is pq ´ 1qp3q ´ p´ 2q.
Proof. Let p = 3 and q ą 3 be any prime number greater than 3. Then
LpΓpZ3qqq is pq ´ 1q-regular graph with 2pq ´ 1q vertices and every vertex is
adjacent with pq´1q vertices of LpΓpZ3qqq. Therefore, distance of a vertex from
other vertex is one if they are adjacent and two if they are not adjacent. So,
we can divide the set of vertices of LpΓpZ3qqq into two sets, say T and S, where
T and S contain those vertices u and v such that dpu, vq “ 1 and dpu, vq “ 2
respectively. For every u P T ,
W puq “
ÿ
uPT
dpu, vq `
ÿ
uPS,u‰v
dpu, vq
“
ÿ
uPT
1`
ÿ
uPS,u‰v
dpu, vq
= 2pq ´ 1qpq ´ 1q ` pq ´ 1qpq ´ pq.
For every u P S,
W puq “
ÿ
uPS
dpu, vq `
ÿ
uPT,u‰v
dpu, vq
“
ÿ
uPS
1`
ÿ
uPT,u‰v
dpu, vq
= 2pq ´ 1qpq ´ 1q ` pq ´ 1qpq ´ pq.
Therefore,
W pLpΓpZ3qqqq “ 1
2
«ÿ
uPL
W puq `
ÿ
uPS
W puq
ff
=
1
2
r2pq´ 1qpq´ 1q` pq´ 1qpq´ pq` 2pq´ 1qpq´ 1q` pq´ 1qpq´ pqs
= pq ´ 1qr2pq ´ 1q ` pq ´ pqs
= pq ´ 1qp3q ´ p´ 2q. 
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Theorem 3.7. If p, q are prime numbers such that 2 ă p ă q, then
W pLpΓpZpqqqq is 1
2
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1qp2pq ´ 3p´ 3q ` 4q.
Proof. Let p and q be prime numbers and 2 ă p ă q. Then LpΓpZpqqq is
pp` q´ 4q-regular graph with pp´ 1qpq´ 1q vertices. So, we can divide all the
vertices of LpΓpZpqqq into two sets, say T and S, where T and S contain those
vertices u and v such that dpu, vq “ 1 and dpu, vq “ 2 respectively. For every
u P T ,
W puq “
ÿ
uPT
dpu, vq `
ÿ
uPS,u‰v
dpu, vq
“
ÿ
uPT
1`
ÿ
uPS,u‰v
2
=
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
pp`q´4q`2 pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
rpp´1qpq´1q´pp`q´3qs.
=
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
rpp` q ´ 4q ` 2tpp´ 1qpq ´ 1q ´ pp` q ´ 3qus.
For every u P S,
W puq “
ÿ
uPS
dpu, vq `
ÿ
uPT,u‰v
dpu, vq
“
ÿ
uPS
1`
ÿ
uPT,u‰v
2
=
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
pp`q´4q`21pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
rpp´1qpq´1q´pp`q´3qs
=
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
rpp` q ´ 4q ` 2tpp´ 1qpq ´ 1q ´ pp` q ´ 3qus.
Hence,
W pLpΓpZpqqqq “ 1
2
«ÿ
uPL
W puq `
ÿ
uPS
W puq
ff
=
1
2
r pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
rpp` q ´ 4q ` 2tpp´ 1qpq ´ 1q ´ pp` q ´ 3qus`
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
rpp` q ´ 4q ` 2tpp´ 1qpq ´ 1q ´ pp` q ´ 3quss
=
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
rp` q ´ 4` 2tpp´ 1qpq ´ 1q ´ pp` q ´ 3qus
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=
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
rp` q ´ 4` 2ppq ´ p´ q ` 1´ p´ q ` 3qs
=
pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q
2
p2pq ´ 3p´ 3q ` 4q. 
Theorem 3.8. If n “ p2 and p ě 5 is any prime number, then W pLpΓpZp2qqq
is
1
4
pp´ 1qpp´ 2q2pp´ 3q.
Proof. Let n = p2, p ě 5 be any prime number. Then LpΓpZp2qq is
2pp´3q-regular graph with pp´ 1qpp´ 2q
2
vertices and every vertex is adjacent
with 2pp´ 3q vertices of the line graph of the zero divisor graph of Zp2 . Hence,
distance of a vertex from other vertex is one if they are adjacent and it is two if
they are not adjacent. Therefore, we can divide the set of vertices of LpΓpZp2qq
into two sets, say T and S, where T and S contain those vertices u and v such
that dpu, vq “ 1 and dpu, vq “ 2 respectively. We use same procedure as above
Theorem [3.7] to find the distance between any two vertices and finally we get
the Wiener index of LpΓpZp2qq is 1
4
pp´ 1qpp´ 2q2pp´ 3q. 
Theorem 3.9. Let Zn be the finite commutative ring and A the adjacency
matrix corresponding to the line graph of its zero divisor graph. Then trace of
A is always zero.
Proof. Let rai,jsnˆn be adjacency matrix corresponding to the line graph
of zero divisor graph of the finite commutative ring Zn. As we know, trace
A “
ÿ
i“j
ai,j .
In adjacency matrix, diagonal entry will be non-zero due to self loop., i.e.,
vi.vj “ 0, so ai,j , i “ 1, 2, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ will be non-zero. Since, above discussed
examples shows that no vertex of the line graph of zero divisor graph over
ring Zn has self loop. Therefore, all the diagonal entries are zero. Hence,
trpAq “ 0. 
Theorem 3.10. In LpΓpZnqq, if n “ pq such that p ă q, then neighbour-
hood number npLpΓpZnqqq “ p´ 1.
Proof. Let n “ pq be the product of primes and p ă q. Then ΓpZnq is a
bipartite graph Kp´1,q´1 such that its line graph LpΓpZnqq is a regular graph
of pp´ 1qpq´ 1q vertices and degree of each vertex is p` q` 4. The vertices of
LpΓpZnqq are
pp, qq, p2p, qq, p3p, qq, ..., ppq ´ 1qp, qq
pp, 2qq, p2p, 2qq, p3p, 2qq, ..., ppq ´ 1qp, 2qq
.
.
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.
pp, pp´ 1qqq, p2p, pp´ 1qqq, p3p, pp´ 1qqq, ..., ppq ´ 1qp, pp´ 1qqq,
in which for every fixed m and 1 ď n ď q´ 1, pnp,mqq forms a complete graph
and also the line graph LpΓpZnqq is connected. Hence, the neighbourhood
number npLpΓpZnqqq “ p´ 1.

Theorem 3.11. If n = pq or p2, then LpΓpZnqq is an integral graph.
Proof. Case(1): If q ą 2 is any prime number and p “ 2, then the
line graph LpΓpZ2qqq is a complete graph with pq ´ 1q vertices. In this case
LpΓpZ2qqq has adjacency matrix A = J ´ I, where matrix J has all entries 1
and I is the identity matrix. Since, j has spectrum pq ´ 2q1, 0q´2 and I has
spectrum ´1q´1 and IJ “ JI, it follows that LpΓpZ2qqq has spectrum pq´2q1,
p´1qq´2. This proves that all eigenvalues are integers.
Case(2): If q ą 3 is a prime number and p “ 3, then LpΓpZ3qqq is a pq ´ 1q-
regular graph with 2pq ´ 1q vertices. Also, each row of the adjacency matrix
A of LpΓpZ3qqq has pq ´ 1q ones. Therefore, A has spectrum 0q´2, p´2qq´2,
pq´ pq1 and pq´ 1q1. Clearly all the eigenvalues are integers and multiplicities
of these eigenvalues are non-negative integers.
Therefore, LpΓpZnqq is an integral graph for n “ 2q and 3q, where q is any
prime number. Similarly, we continue above procedure and finally prove that
LpΓpZnqq is an integral graph for n “ pq, where p and q are distinct prime
numbers.
Case(3): If n “ p2, p is a prime number, then LpΓpZp2qq is a 2pp´ 3q-regular
graph with
pp´ 1qpp´ 2q
2
vertices. Also, each row of the adjacency matrix A
of LpΓpZp2qq has 2pp´ 3q ones, so that spectrum are 2pp´ 3q, pp´ 5qp´2 and
p´2q pp´1qpp´4q2 . Clearly, all eigenvalues have integeral values. Hence, LpΓpZp2qq
is an integral graph. 
Remark 3.1. Note that our graphs are undirected, therefore, the matrices
are symmetric and all eigenvalues are real and non-fractional. So, all eigenval-
ues of graph LpΓpZnqq, for n “ pq and p2 are integers. Moreover, our graphs
do not have loops so that the diagonal entries of matrices are zero. Thus, trace
of the matrix is zero and sum of eigenvalues is also zero.
4. Matlab coding of Line Graph
Here, we present an algorithm for constructing the line graph of ΓpZnq and
for calculating energy and Wiener index of this graph. This algorithm contains
several sub-algorithms. It is sufficient to input n. In the first stage of algorithm,
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we get matrix of the line graph and plot LpΓpZnqq “ A by function LGppq. At
the second stage, we calculate Energy index by using E “ sumpabspegqq and
Wiener index by function WienerpAq.
functionA “ LGppq
n “ p;
M “ rs;
for i “ 1 : n´ 1
for j “ 1 : n´ 1
if modpi ˚ j, nq ““ 0
M “ rM, is;
break;
end
end
end
M
n “ lengthpMq;
Nz “ zerospnq;
for i “ 1 : n´ 1
for j “ i` 1 : n
if modpMpiq ˚Mpjq, pq ““ 0
Nzpi, jq “ 1;Nzpj, iq “ 1;
end
end
end
rrowcols “ findptriupNzqq
Points “ rrowcols
rnrncs “ sizepPointsq
A “ zerospnrq;
for i “ 1 : lengthpAq
axespi` 1, :q “ rcosppi ˚ i{nrq, sinppi ˚ i{nrqs;
end
holdon
for i “ 1 : nr
for j “ 1 : nr
if i “ j
plotpaxespi, 1q, axespi, 2q, 1˚1q
ifintersectpPointspi, :q, Pointspj, :qq “ 0
Api, jq “ 1;
plotpaxespri, js, 1q, axespri, js, 2qq;
end
end
end
end
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eg “ eigpAq;
E “ sumpabspegqq
Dist “WienerpAq
sumpsumpDistqq{2
functions “WienerpBq
BpB ““ 0q “ inf ;
A “ triupB, 1q ` trilpB,´1q;
m “ lengthpAq;
B “ zerospmq;
j “ 1;
while j ă“ m
for i “ 1 : m
for k “ 1 : m
Bpi, kq “ minpApi, kq, Api, jq ` Apj, kqq;
end
end
A “ B;
j “ j ` 1;
end
s “ A;
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the adjacency matrix, neighborhood and re-
lated properties such as determinant, rank, trace and eigenvalues for LpΓpZnqq,
where n is the products of primes. Also, we have discussed the energy and
Wiener index for pq and p2 of the line graph of zero divisor graph of ring Zn.
Furthermore, we have given some formulae for Wiener index and energy of line
graph and found that above discussed graphs for n = pq and p2 are integral
graphs.
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